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ABSTRACT

1

Eating disorders (EDs) constitute a mental illness with the highest
mortality. Today, mobile health apps provide promising means
to ED patients for managing their condition. Apps enable users
to monitor their eating habits, thoughts, and feelings, and ofer
analytic insights for behavior change. However, not only have
scholars critiqued the clinical validity of these apps, their underlying
design principles are not well understood. Through a review of 34
ED apps, we uncovered 11 diferent data types ED apps collect, and 9
strategies they employ to support collection and refection. Drawing
upon personal health informatics and visualization frameworks, we
found that most apps did not adhere to best practices on what and
how data should be collected from and refected to users, or how
data-driven insights should be communicated. Our review ofers
suggestions for improving the design of ED apps such that they
can be useful and meaningful in ED recovery.

Eating disorders (EDs) present an important public health problem in terms of cost, prevalence, and morbidity, and constitute a
mental illness with the highest mortality [110]. Approximately 13%
of young women and 6% of adults sufer from a diagnosable ED
in their lifetime [110]. Although evidence-based clinical practice
guidelines for efective therapy exist [70], only a small proportion
of afected individuals seek and receive these treatments. Many
challenges impair access to ED treatments, including insufcient
numbers of clinicians adequately trained in evidence-based approaches [68], shame and stigma associated with EDs [61], fear
of losing control [24], geographical constraints, and the economic
costs of face-to-face treatment [37]. Consequently, for most ED
patients, treatment is episodic, intermittent, taking place outside of
a formal clinical setting, or remain self-managed for life [68].
In recent years, the increasingly pervasive use of mobile devices
and smartphones has begun to redefne how mental illnesses, such
as EDs, are managed [29]. Examples include how these devices
empower individuals to take charge of their health challenges, how
individuals fnd adjuvant pathways to care and help [67], and how
they may serve as “non-dominant treatment models,” as argued
by Kazdin et al. and others [22, 74, 76]. With 6% apps in Apple’s
and Google’s app stores targeting mental health outcomes [53],
scholars have further argued that mobile health (mHealth) applications (apps) may serve as a “digital lifeline” [27], “putting a portable
therapist in every pocket” [34], and even serve as “a way [for]
people getting access to treatment that’s fexible and fts in with
their lifestyle and also deals with the issues around stigma – if
people are not quite ready to maybe go and see their doctor” [27].
Essentially, such apps are argued to enable patients to approach
treatment at an individualized pace, making treatment more accessible and reducing barriers and shame experienced in seeking
in-person treatment [22, 74, 115].
Importantly, a key goal of these apps is to encourage users’ behavior change and enable refection on personal health data (mood,
exercise, physical activities, self-perceptions, etc.) [60, 82]. For EDs,
in particular, these apps have been argued to be especially benefcial – because these disorders involve specifc behaviors, like
binge eating and purging, that must be regularly self-monitored
in terms of frequency and intensity [115]. Consequently, a variety
of mHealth apps are known to enable individuals to monitor their
eating habits (e.g., meal portion size), as well as thoughts and
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feelings over time [115]. Some apps go further to obtain datadriven insights from the collected data and communicate such
insights to users in the hopes of supporting refection and behavior
change [30].
Over the years, digital mental health scholars have sought to
understand the usability of and users’ engagement with mental
health apps; the extent to which these apps support delivering
clinical interventions, such as cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT);
whether these data and insights are valid, accurate, reliable; and
if users feel satisfed [39, 53, 114]. However, current understanding of the design principles behind the functioning of these apps,
from a user-centered perspective, is lacking. At the crux of the
functionality of these apps is that they collect a variety of data
from users, glean insights from these data using design and computational techniques [115], and then communicate these insights
back to the users, to enable them to review those insights as a way
of self-monitoring and self-tracking [62, 74]. Investigations of the
design principles behind these functionalities are critical because
patients with mental illness are often sensitive to personal health information collected and shown by apps [97]. Poor design also leads
to poor adherence, with most end users stopping using an app two
weeks after download [113]. For ED patients, in particular, placing
attention on one’s eating or weight may trigger symptoms, relapses,
and even denial of one’s condition [87]. Additionally, reviews of
mental health apps reveal that a large amount of information provided by these apps was not only clinically unverifed or grounded,
but also can exacerbate an individual’s condition, instead of helping
alleviate symptoms [102].
Beyond understanding their clinical efcacy, as has been the
focus of existing research [39, 92], there is a burgeoning need to
understand if ED apps collect, communicate, and support refection
on information efectively and safely. In particular: What information do existing ED apps collect from users? After collecting such
information over a specifc period, how do these ED apps convey
data-driven insights to the users for self-refection? What design
principles do these apps use to collect, communicate, or support
refection on such information? What are the advantages and disadvantages of these design principles? Understanding the state-ofthe-art approaches used in these apps to collect, communicate, and
support refection on data is invaluable for a number of reasons.
First, it can ensure that these apps are useful to the individuals
relying on them for managing their ED, whether in concert with
their clinicians and caregivers or by themselves. And second, it can
help align the apps with the preferences and goals of the intended
users, in a way that fts into the fabric of a person’s life.
Using a theory-driven approach with frameworks grounded in
the eating disorder, personal health informatics, and information
visualization literatures, we review 34 ED-related apps (i) to identify and categorize diferent types of information they collect from
or communicate back to users, and (ii) to extract diferent strategies these apps use for collecting, communicating, and supporting
refection on information. We fnd that despite the host of available apps to self-manage ED, the apps rarely adhere to the clinical
complexities of the condition from the perspective of cognitivebehavioral treatments, and do not necessarily use the guidelines
to make personal health data collection and refection efcacious
and meaningful to the end-user. With this review, we establish an
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understanding of the current landscape of ED apps, uncover which
methods of data collection, refection, and communication align
with the best practices in ED treatment, and examine the extent
to which the apps provide a suitable medium for communicating
insights and facilitating user refection. We conclude by suggesting areas of improvement that designers can take to improve the
ED apps’ functioning and efcacy to ensure they serve as useful
supports to managing their condition.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
2.1 Eating Disorders and the Role of
Technology in Addressing EDs
Eating disorders are psychiatric disorders that demonstrate severe
disturbances related to the behavior and perception of one’s eating
habits, obsession, and overvaluation of body weight and shape [22].
Among the category of eating disorders, there are several primary
diagnoses with diferent clinical features, as mentioned in the DSM5. Anorexia Nervosa (AN) involves restricting energy intake and
maintaining a signifcantly low body weight relative to what is
normal, intense fear of gaining weight or becoming fat even when
underweight, and distorted body image or denial of current low
body weight [21]. Bulimia Nervosa (BN) is characterized by a cycle
of binge eating and behaviors to prevent weight gain and compensate for binge eating, such as self-induced vomiting or misusing
laxatives. Binge eating is defned as eating abnormal amounts of
food in a short window (2 hours) and involves a lack of control
regarding eating [21]. Binge Eating Disorder (BED) is similar to BN,
as it also includes binging episodes and a lack of control over eating.
However, the recurrent use of harmful compensatory behaviors
such as vomiting is not necessarily present. Binge eating episodes
are usually associated with eating until uncomfortably full, feeling
disgusted or depressed after eating, or eating large amounts of food
when not physically hungry [21]. Finally, OSFED (Other Specifed
Feeding or Eating Disorder) is a diagnosis that encompasses individuals who do not meet strict criteria for anorexia or bulimia but
still have a signifcant eating disorder [21]. EDs present a critical
public health problem because of their commonality and the strong
efect in diminishing one’s quality of life. This condition afects one
in eight women and 13% of adolescent females [110]. EDs are also
intense, yet the process of seeking treatment is complicated, as the
illness frequently goes undetected, and individuals sufering from
an eating disorder delay treatment or remain unaware that they
even sufer from it. ED suferers may often feel shame or stigma
from seeking treatment or fnd a lack of available and afordable
resources hinder their ability to seek care [22].
Internet-based approaches to ED interventions are emerging
because such technologies are widely available and accessible. Such
methods can provide anonymous treatment, reach a broader audience, provide fexibility and personalization in treatment courses,
and reduce the need for trained staf to administer help [88]. Bauer
and Moessner note that technological interventions can aid in all
stages of an ED, from early interventions to preventing relapses
and maintaining support after treatment [30]. People with EDs may
especially beneft from mobile app therapy because EDs feature
frequent and specifc symptoms (such as binge eating or purging)
that need regular monitoring [115]. In the HCI feld, in particular,
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recent literature has examined the role of social media and online
communities in supporting individuals with ED, including enabling
self-disclosure to fght stigma and shame [38, 51, 93], facilitating
identity work [63, 118], providing social support [41], and augmenting recovery processes [42].
A large body of literature has worked to understand the efectiveness of online ED treatment approaches compared to traditional,
face-to-face therapy. Student Bodies is an eight week structured
online CBT program targeted towards college-aged women at risk
for developing an ED. It was found to decrease the onset of clinical
(symptoms were recognizable) and subclinical (symptoms were not
identifable) EDs [30]. Additionally, many apps are aimed to support ED emergence. Recovery Record is an ED app based on CBT
and self-monitoring research. It allows users to self-monitor meals,
emotions, behaviors, and thoughts, and also includes positive reinforcement, coping mechanisms, and social and clinical support
to aid in treatment [115]. The app currently has over 100,000 users
and reaches individuals who are not engaged in treatment, acting
as a supplement to traditional therapy [115]. However, there is a
concern that such apps are replacing or interfering with ED therapy
altogether when that is not the intention [74].
As shown with the above examples, using technology for ED
treatment has benefcial implications. However, a rigorous evaluation of such technology-enhanced interventions and an examination of the level of the guidance necessary that may be useful
to users is needed. [30, 47]. As more ED apps emerge, their utility
needs to be assessed from the users’ perspective to ensure they
are providing legitimate information and that the users can gain
value.

2.2

Understanding the Role of Apps in Mental
Health and ED

Many technological approaches exist today to manage mental illnesses. Mobile phones are a promising medium for providing access
to support and care for ED patients due to the increased access
to mobile devices and the use of such technology interwoven in
our lives [103]. Mental health is a popular application for smartphones, as mobile mHealth has been argued to be able to reach a
broader audience to provide diagnosis, self-monitoring, and treatment to individuals who lack the means for face-to-face therapy
[103]. In particular, in the last fve years, many apps designed for
ED patients have emerged, addressing coping strategies, managing
harmful symptoms, general information, and more [103]. However,
with the proliferation of these apps, it is critical to evaluate if they
provide consistent, sound advice or care to their intended audience
[36, 89].
Given the proliferation of such apps for mental health in general
and EDs in particular, researchers have been interested in identifying and characterizing the factors relating to adoption, persistent
use, and abandonment, and evaluate their clinical utility, efcacy
in delivering interventions, and the extent to which they can support CBT based treatment [40, 53, 69, 90]. In an early pioneering
work, Chan et al. provided a framework to evaluate mental health
apps [39]. They developed a 3-dimensional framework (usefulness,
usability, and usage), each with several subcategories and questions
for patients and providers to ask about apps. They also provided
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seven categories (education, reference, historical data, physical data,
diagnosis, treatment/intervention, and patient-provider communication) that cover potential applications and use cases of such
technology. Guided by this framework, this paper argued that a
lack of standardized evaluation and rating tools has prevented clinicians and patients in identifying high-quality and safe mobile apps.
Along similar lines, Powell et al. compiled 22 metrics of evaluating
apps for depression and smoking and found low interrater reliability for efectiveness and ease of use, citing that some evaluation
benchmarks are more ambiguous than others [96]. Currently, the
One Mind PsyberGuide [92] serves as a widely adopted benchmark to assess the quality of digital mental health products to
empower users in making informed choices about these resources;
also see Bakker et al. [29] who provide evidence-based recommendations and Torous et al. [112] who develop standards for evaluating mental health apps. Other work has focused on categorizing
existing mental health apps and understanding their purpose. A
study by Shen et al. characterized mobile phone depression apps
on major app stores and found a ratio of 3:1 for nonspecifc depression apps to specifc depression apps [103]. A majority of apps
failed to mention their organizational afliations and sources [103].
Many apps were meant for treatment and education, so such statistics raise questions about the apps’ credibility. Further, a lack of
standardized categorization makes it difcult to fnd reliable apps
[103].
Some researchers have also sought to understand the attitudes
of individuals towards smartphone-delivered therapies versus traditional face-to-face therapy [22, 30, 62, 74, 104]. Users and clinicians alike remain concerned about most apps’ privacy and security
features [95], their (lack of) transparency [23], and ethics [52]. A
prominent takeaway from this research has been that most mental health including ED apps are not clinically grounded, verifed,
or vetted; therefore not only are their therapeutic efects a suspect, but they can also exacerbate an individual’s condition, instead
of helping alleviate signifcant symptoms [102]. Eating disorders
make up a subset of mental disorders, and the number of apps
targeting people with ED and ED professionals is also rising, including the appropriation of more general-purpose health apps for
ED needs [56, 58]. Fairburn and Rothwell conducted a review of
ED apps and found that most were for providing advice, but the
information ranged from sound to harmful [62]. These authors,
therefore, recommended that such apps need more investigation
regarding their clinical utility. Clinicians should be aware of such
apps and ask their patients about them, and leading eating disorder
organizations should publish a standard list of the best ED apps
[62]. Along similar lines, Eikey examined provider perspectives
on ED apps [55] and how users negotiate their social connectivity
needs with privacy concerns [54].
The growing numbers of apps create a need for standardized evaluation criteria to help patients and clinicians identify the best apps
that can meet their needs and provide sound advice and care. Although previous reviews have been conducted, our study is unique
in categorizing and evaluating the efectiveness of information
being collected from and presented back to individuals with ED.
Assessing such criteria from a design perspective can shine a light
on the practices apps employ to inform users to then identify opportunities to increase their efectiveness.
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3

RELEVANT THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS

To examine the theoretical basis of ED apps, we draw from two
diferent domains – personal health informatics, including conceptualizations of the process of refection, and information visualization, outlining several best practices surrounding communicating
data to end-users.
First, prior frameworks of usage and behavior change in personal
informatics exist to formalize user motivations, behavior changes,
and any challenges of using personal informatics apps. We extend
this knowledge to understand the behavior and journey of individuals with ED when using such apps, what needs they see these apps
fulflling, and the challenges of usage that arise. Additionally, such
insight can help uncover what causes people to decline usage and
how personal informatics app creators can mitigate those efects
and create valuable ways to display personal data.
Several frameworks formalize the journey users undergo when
using personal informatics technologies. Epstein et al. [60] introduce a model that captures the motivations to decide and begin
tracking, integrating data (tracking and acting), and reasons for
lapsing tracking. For our research here involving a review of ED
apps, we focus on three stages present in the tracking and acting
phase: collection, integration, and refection, to categorize the information found in ED apps and understand how individuals use
them to fnd insights. Collection and refection are fundamental
processes for interacting with personal informatics apps, but unlike
collection, refection is a concept defned in various ways [64]. Understanding what is meant by the term refection is important for
categorizing and understanding how the reviewed ED apps incorporate refection in designs. A large body of literature from various
domains has worked to defne refection as a topic and how to best
design technologies to support refection [31, 60, 64, 101, 105]. We
discuss some of these approaches below.
Epstein et al. mention refection as a process that occurs alongside a collection to check on the information users have entered
[60]. Along similar lines, Baumer notes three fundamental concepts
in the process of refection in personal informatics that illuminate
how designs can support refection: 1) breakdown (of expectations),
2) inquiry 3) transformation (inspiring some change) [31]. Fleck
and Fitzpatrick posit refection as a multi-level process: Description
(revisiting), Refective Description (revisiting with explanation),
Dialogic Refection (exploring relationships), Transformative Refection (fundamental change), Critical Refection (wider implications) [64]. Each level continues from the previous one, and each
layer provides a progressively deeper understanding of data [64].
Drawing on “refective practicum” from Schön [101], Slovák et al.
emphasize the importance of scafolding the refective process, i.e.,
helping people learn how to refect [105]. Although many frameworks exist for refection as a process, many similarities are present.
The examples mentioned above show refection as a process that
gives meaningful interactions with data to provide change. In our
review of ED apps, we draw on these frameworks of refection.
Next, a core focus of this review paper is to understand how
ED apps communicate information to their end-users, as a way to
support the refective process. An appropriate visual representation
of data can make it easier to aggregate large amounts of data and
pinpoint specifc values of interest [48]. Visualizing collected data
aids in the process of refection by enabling users to review their
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activities in both high-level and granular ways [48]. Because ED
personal informatics apps involve synthesizing a large amount of
data collection and providing tailored feedback, we draw upon the
information visualization (infovis) literature to obtain guidelines
and strategies for evaluating the efectiveness of the data communication methods shown by the ED apps.
In particular, we engage with prior research on topics such as
ranking and determining the efectiveness of diferent types of visualizations [83, 100, 107], providing design implications and pairings
for data types and visualizations [80, 98], and capturing the relationship between people’s activities and information goals when
viewing a visualization [26, 80, 100]. Other work in information visualization has focused on categorizing visualizations’ capabilities
and providing guidelines to designers to understand their efectiveness. Amar et al. introduce a framework of 10 analysis tasks
(retrieve value, flter, compute derived value, sort, etc.) that explain
the standard methods for how people understand data with visualizations. These tasks explain the current advantages and limitations
of visualizations and introduce a common language that can describe visualization capabilities [26]. Kim and Heer similarly tested
a framework with two broad task categories: value tasks (reading
and comparing individual values) and summary task (fnding the
maximum value, comparing averages) [80]. Sarikaya and Gleicher
propose a diferent 12-task framework for scatterplots, specifcally,
from object-centric browsing, to aggregate tasks [100].
There has also been research that seeks to recommend the appropriate types of visualizations for specifc analysis tasks. Mackinlay
introduced an automatic recommendation system for visualizations
with two criteria: efectiveness and expressiveness, and critiqued
visualizations’ design decisions. A visualization is potentially expressive if it can display all its assigned information over time. It is
potentially efective if it can express information in a way that does
not exploit a human’s visual system [83]. Kim and Heer explore
the efect of visualization tasks and design attributes (color, size,
and orientation) to fnd suitable pairings between tasks and visualization design [80]. Their study involved a controlled experiment
that validated Mackinlay’s ranking scheme, and it proposed design
recommendations considering color, size, and orientation for diferent visualization types [80]. Additionally, Saket et al. studied users’
performance and preferences when dealing with visualization methods for a selected number of tasks [98]. Spence and Lewandowsky
focus on the efectiveness of bar charts, pie charts, and tables [107].
Both studies found that certain types of visualization methods outperform the others depending on the task [98, 107]. Additionally,
Sarikaya and Gleicher dive into the design options and analysis
tasks of scatterplots through a literature review to understand how
these designs infuence a scatterplot’s efectiveness and provide
example best practices for design [100]. Pousman et al. explore visualizations that are pushed to the periphery of traditional infovis.
They look at systems beyond productivity and focus to understand
the usefulness and satisfaction that nontraditional visualization
systems can ofer [94].
This variety of visualization literature can provide formalized
criteria to help us understand the types of analyses users of ED
apps can perform with the information the apps communicate back
to them. Additionally, it can provide us design considerations and
rankings to evaluate the efectiveness of visualization strategies
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used by existing ED apps and identify the most appropriate visualization methods for communicating ED-specifc information.

4

METHODS: CODING AND
CATEGORIZATION

Our three-prong methodology frst found popular health websites
(e.g., healthline.com, verywellmind.com) that suggested ED apps.
Second, we compiled the following serial search terms “‘eating
disorders," “anorexia," “bulimia," “binge eating," and “binge eating
disorder" from prior ED app reviews [62] to fnd apps on dominant
mobile platform app stores (App Store for iOS, and Google Play
for Android). Third, we gathered apps from prior work [62] that
were not noted in the frst two sources. We included free apps and
paid apps with an English-language interface and 100+ downloads,
based on similar fltering considerations used in prior research on
evaluating mobile mental health apps [62, 74]. In total, we found
55 unique mental health apps that addressed EDs. Of these 55 apps,
we could not fnd 11 of the apps listed in prior work [62, 74]. Ten
more apps were excluded because of various technical issues, such
as the app failing to start. Therefore, we discuss a fnal set of 34
apps in subsequent sections of this paper. Two coders, who are
also coauthors of this paper, reviewed the apps independently. First,
since the coders were not ED patients themselves, they achieved
a common ground and understanding of the topic iteratively by
consulting the related prior literature and periodic team discussions
involving a clinical psychologist who treats ED patients. After a
desired level of familiarity was achieved, the coders installed each
app on the Google Play and App Store and acted like a typical user
of the app (an individual with an ED). They followed each app’s
onboarding process and inputted information the app prompted
them to enter. The coders used each app for a week so the app would
have a sufcient amount of their personal data. For the 55 apps, the
coders assessed each one’s primary objective (ED advice, treatment,
etc.). Additionally, they took note of diferent information types
these apps presented to them, such as a summary of meal portions,
physical activity, and user’s feelings and emotions over time. They
also recorded how each app reports information to end-users (e.g.,
using a visual like chart, text, etc.)
Following the exploratory use phase, the coders used an opencoding based thematic analysis [35] to describe the design strategies
the apps use for data collection and refection. The coders compiled
the diferent ways each app collected data and they categorized
the data types each app communicates, including any media it
uses. Then, concepts (from personal informatics, info vis, and from
ED treatment research; ref. Section 3) were applied to organize
those themes through the lens of existing understandings. The
coders found that these apps collect large amounts of information
across a variety of data attributes. However, overall there was no
systematic approach the apps took to display information back to
users. Although most apps were designed for ED patients, we also
included apps targeted at comorbid psychological challenges such
as depression and anxiety [110]. The coders did a recheck of the
fnal 34 apps to ensure we disregard apps that could exacerbate EDs
[102]. We excluded food journaling apps that were not primarily
designed for individuals with an ED, as food logging apps have been
noted to exacerbate ED behaviors [25, 55]. Additionally, we also
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excluded any weight tracking apps that showed up in our search
results, as persistent weight tracking through the use of ftness
apps may trigger negative behaviors [57].
Accordingly, from the coding process, we identifed two categories, “Collection” and “Refection,” drawing on the diferent stages
defned in Epstein et al.’s [60] model. Compared to other models,
Epstein et al.’s framework is particularly relevant to our work as
it captures diverse user goals and is aware of processes that occur
outside of app usage that impact the tracking process. Since we
focus on the design of existing ED apps, we sought to categorize the
apps based on the activities their functionality intended to support.
For our ensuing discussion, collection refers to the gathering of
personal information (e.g., meals, feelings) from users. Refection on
the other hand, is designed to support users in introspection about
their ED condition to facilitate taking action to address their ED.
An app was only coded as Refection if it provided functionality
that enabled new information or insights, or gave information in a
novel format instead of only listing a user’s data. Of the 34 apps, 4
apps included only Collection, 13 included only Refection, and 17
included both Collection and Refection (see Table 1 for a list of the
apps in each category).

5 RESULTS
5.1 Defning the Categories of ED Apps
Collection Only: These apps mainly collect data related to
users’ thoughts, emotions, meals, and ED symptoms. Users have a
central space to enter information related to their disorder freely.
For example, with apps like Gratitude Journal [12], 12 Steps Overeaters Anonymous [1], and Kick the eating disorder out [10], users
create a journal and record things they are grateful for, the food
they ate, and any new things that they have learned to battle eating
disorders respectively. Many of the collection-only apps collect this
data to increase the user’s accountability for positive actions by
enabling them to check in their emotions and any harmful behaviors they experienced in the moment [60]. For instance, Booster
Buddy [6] allows users to check-in by selecting their mood from
four preset options (Good, Not Great, Struggling, and Crisis). Along
with this, it also asks users whether or not they have had alcohol
in the last 24 hours, at the same time allowing users to maintain
a log by typing in their favorite quotes to improve their mental
health (see Figure 1-(a)). Even though the act of collecting data
can prompt refection without any feedback [43, 44], we labeled
apps that excluded functionality specifcally intended to support
refection as Collection-Only.
Refection Only: This category of apps is designed to support
users in introspection about their ED condition. Such apps can
provide generic inspirational quotes and positive images to help
users practice mindfulness and healthy wellbeing. They also provide
informational resources related to ED, such as tips for combating
negative behavior/symptoms, which may help users apply that
knowledge to their personal needs. Overall these apps may act
as a supplement to ED treatment. For example, apps like Eating
Disorder Guide [9] provide helpful techniques that people can use
to develop mindful eating habits (Figure 1-(b)). Similarly, apps such
as Anorexia Nervosa Abnormal ED [4] and Anorexia Recovery
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Table 1: List of 34 apps classifed into 3 categories
Collection Only (4)
Kick the eating disorder out
12 Steps Overeaters Anonymous
Gratitude Journal (Happiness Journal)
Booster Buddy
Refection Only (13)
Recovery Record Clinician
GG Body Image
Anorexia Help Calendar
Food Addiction Calendar
Eating Disorder Guide
Anorexia Nervosa Abnormal ED
Anorexia
Anorexia Recovery Guide
How To Stop Binge Eating
Stop Binge Eating With Hypnosis
How to Stop Binge Eating - Complete Guide Overeaters Anonymous Speaker Tapes
Eating Disorders - Compulsive Overeating
Both Collection and Refection (17)
Recovery Record
Rise Up + Recover
CBT Diary
Jourvie
deVicer
What’s Up?
Mindshift CBT
Nourishly
Woebot
7 Cups of Tea
Eating Disorder Test
Blue Buddy
RealifeChange
Eating Time - meal reminder
New Gratitude Journal
Anorexia and Bulimia therapy - ED Help
DBT Diary Card and Skills Coach

(b) Refection Only: Eating Disorder Guide (c) Collection & Refection: User’s behavior
(a) Collection Only: Feelings and emotions
[9] educates users through informational collected over time and visualized using a
captured by Booster Buddy [6]
vidoes
bar chart in Recovery Record [18]

Figure 1: Screenshots of Collection only, Refection only, and Collection & Refection apps.
Guide [3] provide helpful information such as causes, signs and
symptoms, and treatment of AN. Some apps also deliver this in
multiple modes - such as text and videos. However, this category
of apps lacks personal (health-related) data collection, causing the
materials that were intended to support refection to be less tailored
than apps with health data collection.

Both Collection and Refection: Apps that fall under this category allow users to monitor eating disorder attributes over time
while providing functionality that supports users’ ability to refect
on their ED. While the design of some apps in this category (e.g.,
Recovery Record [18]) may include educational content, simply
examining one’s own data is neither sufcient nor necessary for

5.2

What Information is Collected and
Refected? And How?

Enriching the app categorization based on their data collection and
refection abilities, the two coders who reviewed the 34 apps also
noted each diferent type of information the apps aimed to collect
from and communicate information about to users. After recording
this for each app, the coders looked for patterns or similarities in
the data each app collects or shows to users, and began grouping
them into categories that each represent a diferent data type (e.g.,
meal, thoughts, emotions, etc.). The coders also categorized diferent
methods these apps use to collect data (e.g., text, icon, etc.) or show
insights (e.g., charts, tables, etc.) through a thematic analysis. Across
the 34 apps, they found 11 diferent data types for collection and
refection, 4 types of strategies for collecting the data, and 5 types
of strategies for refecting the data. See Figure 2 that visualizes the
distribution of these apps across diferent data types and strategies
for collecting and refecting data.
Meals: Meal logging is vital in ED treatment, as regular eating
is foundational in order for other strategies and improvements to
be made [115]. In ED therapy based on the CBT framework [91],
clinicians provide meal logs that help patients self-monitor their
eating patterns. By collecting real-time meal information, apps can
help individuals develop a heightened awareness of their consumption habits and associated experiences. This information can elicit
patterns that can help the individual break out of detrimental behaviors [115]. 7 of 34 apps that we reviewed ask users about their
meals and accompanying details, such as the type of meal, the time
they consumed the meal, where they ate the meal, etc. The primary
method of collecting this information is through text. Collecting
meal information is useful for people with BED or BN to enter meals
along with a timestamp to help them understand how often they
eat and enter contextual factors that infuenced their eating. For AN
patients, collecting meal information is essential to maintain a regular eating schedule and eating more, as patients with AN engage
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refection [105] [31]. People that use these apps may develop a habit
of collecting data related to behavior, meals, thoughts, etc., over
time on these apps. Based on this information, these apps provide
them with visual feedback in the forms of text, icons, and graphs,
enabling users to refect on their recorded data. For instance, apps
like Recovery Record [18], Rise Up + Recover [17], and Jourvie [14]
require users to record each meal individually along with accompanying thoughts and emotions. The apps also aim to establish
healthy eating behavior patterns by gathering information about
other related factors, such as whether the users restricted or binged
while eating, with whom they had the meal, where they had the
meal, and how long it took to fnish eating. This data gets saved
as logs in the form of text and icons. With collected information,
these apps provide feedback. Through bar graphs, users of Recovery
Record [18] can view for which meals they had diferent types of
disordered behavior along with other information such as meal
type, meal companions, location, etc. (Figure 1-(c)). Apps like Rise
Up + Recover [17] and Jourvie [14] also allows users to export
logged meals as a pdf fle and share it. Jourvie [14] alternatively
visualizes information such as meal type, location, and companions
with simpler visuals like pie charts.
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Figure 2: Distribution of eating disorder apps based on type
of data and the visualization strategies used for collection
and refection.
in skipping meals or other forms of restricting food. Additionally,
for BED or BN, apps like Jourvie [14] also collect who was present
during the meal. This information is useful, as BED patients tend
to experience shame or disgust with their binging and avoid eating
with others [21]. Most apps that collect meal information do not
include caloric intake and focus on patients considering how they
feel in the moment. However, as part of a food diary, Blue Buddy [5]
shows users their BMI chart. Kay et al. found that a consumers’ perception of weight is often disconnected from scales’ capabilities and
clinical relevance [75]. Although this app does not show weight directly, in the context of EDs, including metrics that may potentially
cause a fxation on weight is a signifcant trigger that contributes
to disordered weight-control behaviors. This fxation is why ED
patients are only allowed to weigh themselves in the presence of
a clinician weekly [91]. It is essential to omit caloric intake and
limit similar physiological metrics in these apps so users can avoid
a fxation on numbers that could lead to unhealthy behavior [71].
Events and Actions: Episodes of disordered eating behaviors
(such as restriction in the context of AN, or binge eating or purging
for BN or BED) can be triggered by external events (e.g., exposures to stimuli associated with the behavior) [74]. Additionally,
certain life events could have played a critical role in the development of the ED [91]. By collecting event and action data from
users, apps can increase their awareness of potential triggers. By
visualizing this information, apps can further help users identify
positive events or actions to use as distractions or provide proactive
problem-solving techniques to reduce the likelihood of negative
eating behaviors [91]. 5 of 34 apps collect data related to the events
a user experiences or the actions they take. Users enter this data
with text. For example, Realifechange [16] asks users to type in
various life events and select the impact of these life events and if
the event was more positive or negative. CBTDiary [7] asks users
to enter events that happened in their day and type additional
thoughts to identify sources of stress. Apps that display event data
provide this information with text and icons to aid in refection.
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(a) Visualizing split between types of (b) Visualizing events/actions of user using (c) Visualizing split between types of emobar graph in ReaLifeChange [16]
meals using pie chart in Jourvie [14]
tions using pie chart in CBTDiary [7]

Figure 3: Screenshots of apps showing Meals, Events/Actions, and Emotions data.
Reallifechange [16] is unique in showing event/action information
and the associated emotional impact. The x-axis position indicates
how happy/sad the user felt, and the action’s opacity demonstrates
its impact (See Figure 3-(b)).
Thoughts: Many people with an ED sufer from a preoccupation with thoughts about their shape and weight [91]. Apps can
collect thought information to help individuals reduce their preoccupation with thoughts about eating and determine if any associations
exist between their thoughts and self-reported meals/emotions/other
data collected [91]. Most importantly, they can help users separate
their thoughts with actual truths about their body and take steps
to break their overvaluation of their shape [91]. 16 of 34 apps in
our dataset collect thought information, primarily through textual
input. Some apps treat thought data as standalone entries that
users can supply at their convenience and will, while other apps
actively prompt users to type their thoughts when logging activities
or meals. Logging thoughts alongside meals (e.g., in the app Rise
Up and Recover [16]) may help those with AN identify causes for
skipped meals by exploring how they felt in the moment. Additionally, logging thoughts alongside events (as in CBTDiary [7])
can help those with BN identify the reasoning behind triggers for
binging and purging. 7 apps display thought data as descriptive
diary entries. The app Rise Up and Recover [17] additionally compiles these entries into an exportable table. On the other hand, GG
Body Image [11] gamifes thought data by making users distinguish
between positive and negative examples.
Feelings/Emotions: Many individuals with an ED tend to mislabel negative emotional states as “feeling fat", prolonging their

distorted body image thoughts and triggering adverse ED symptoms [91]. In traditional CBT therapy, clinicians help identify underlying negative moods or feelings that may be maintaining the
patient’s eating disorder. Apps that allow individuals to self-report
their emotions and feelings can help them address the underlying
sources of their emotions and gain control over their mood through
mindfulness [91]. 13 of the 34 apps collect data on users’ feelings
and emotions, primarily using text and icons. We found that apps
in our dataset refect emotion data with icons that can be associated
with other data attributes, such as the user’s meal (Recovery Record
[18]), thoughts (What’s Up? [19]), or anxiety (Mindshift CBT [15]),
or can be standalone data (Woebot [20]). The ability to see emotions associated with a meal could help identify when a negative
behavior would occur (e.g., a person with BN reports feeling guilty
after a meal and engages in purging). Additionally, for individuals
who sufer from a comorbid disorder, the ability to see emotions
alongside thoughts can help them identify negative thinking patterns that contribute to depression/anxiety and their distorted body
image thoughts. 3 apps display emotional data as text-heavy log
entries or with a table, while 5 apps generate charts for emotion
data, choosing to show emotion data by itself or associated with
other data attributes. For example, CBTDiary [7] shows users their
emotions over a week ( Figure 3-(c)).
Goals and Habits: ED patients tend to have multiple, rigid, and
extreme goals, and in traditional ED CBT therapy, their clinician can
help assess whether these goals impair their actual progress [91].
Additionally, clinicians work with patients to set goals or achievements, either related to overcoming their ED or generally about
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Figure 4: Screenshots of apps showing Life Goals, Anxiety, and Relapse data.
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Anxiety: Many individuals with AN or BN also have features of
anxiety or depression [91]. Even if not formally diagnosed, individuals with ED may express behaviors such as irritability, impaired
concentration, loss of libido, and obsessive thoughts [91]. By collecting anxiety symptoms, apps can help users better understand
potential triggers to minimize anxiety. Only 1 app (Mindshift CBT
[15]) collects anxiety symptoms (such as racing thoughts, trouble
concentrating) from users alongside thoughts and emotions. Users
rate their anxiety on a scale of 1 to 10 and select from a list of
common anxiety symptoms. Mindshift CBT [15] shows this data
back to users along with their emotions (sad or happy) for a given
week (See Figure 4-(b)).
Relapse: Maintaining treatment progress after therapy has fnished can be challenging for patients, as the relapsing rate is considerable without support [74]. Previously, Bauer and Moessner [30]
showed even a low-intensity intervention was enough to maintain treatment progress, demonstrating that patients beneft from
aftercare. Only 1 app (deVicer [8]) allows users to record relapse
information with the press of a button, i.e., record the timestamp
at which a relapse has occurred. Its refection method is limited,
as it only generates a streak counter showing how many days
have passed since a relapse (See Figure 4-(c)). By collecting relapse
information with timestamps, apps can provide users proactive
support and help them understand their relapse patterns to identify
potential triggers and setbacks as early as possible [91].
Awareness: Providing awareness about body image and eating
is important as many individuals with an ED have misconceptions
that maintain their ED [91]. 11 of 34 apps educate users about
diferent eating disorders and their causes, using text or videos
to convey this information. Some apps (ex: How to Stop Binge
Eating [13]) provide information about a specifc ED, while other
apps speak more generally about EDs (ex: Eating Disorder Guide
[9]). Most apps include information about the harmful efects of
dieting and adverse behaviors such as purging or restricting. The
information provided by these apps is typically not tailored to
specifc informational goals (no functionality to customize the presented information was apparent) and instead provides overall
education.
Recovery: Along with collecting logged data, apps provide information on standard recovery techniques and coping mechanisms
to help users manage disordered behaviors. Smartphone apps are
well suited to deliver in-the-moment interventions to help when
someone with an ED is exposed to a trigger and feels an urge to
partake in harmful behavior [74]. 8 apps provide ED-specifc coping strategies, 4 apps ofer mental health resources, and 3 apps
give both. All typically provide text-based information (in the form
of articles), but some provide videos for users to watch at their
convenience. Some apps use audio such as meditation sounds to
relax and calm their users. Overall, this information is not tailored
to an individual’s unique behavior or the needs they may have
surrounding triggers that may precipitate disordered eating behaviors. Only 1 app (Recovery Record [18]) allows users to customize
their coping skills and indicate when they want to receive a coping
skill (e.g., someone with BN reports they have the urge to binge,
so Recovery Record [18] shows them a coping strategy they have
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preselected). This ability is useful to provide proactive problemsolving techniques to combat problematic behavior [74].
ED apps have the potential to aid in therapy as they provide a
means for individuals to regularly self-monitor the specifc behaviors that EDs involve. The apps we reviewed collect various data
types that are important for an individual to understand their ED.
The apps were more consistent in how they gathered information,
allowing users to type in data or select from text options. Additionally, meals, emotions, and thought data were the data categories
that most apps collected. Some apps were more comprehensive
than others in terms of the amount of data they collect and the
level of detail and fexibility they provide to users to understand
their information. However, the reviewed apps were less consistent
in their choice to display information back to users, with most
apps using simple visuals and some apps merely showing the data
again as logs of text. Because of this lack of uniformity, we turn to
visualization literature to determine the efectiveness of the apps’
diferent methods to aid in refection.

5.3

How is Data Visualized for
Communication?

Finally, by visualizing the collected data, ED apps can allow users
to process information through visual perception and develop an
understanding of underlying data, as has been argued for other
application areas in visual analytics [98]. Charts and tables are
prominent strategies for visualizing collected data. We notice that
these two strategies for communicating insights relate to the data
types identifed in our app review process (Section 5.2). However, a
large body of research in the data visualization community critically
discusses the efectiveness of visualization techniques [80, 98, 100],
as noted in Section 3. This research demonstrates that visualized
information’s efcacy depends on several factors, including the
analysis task at hand and data attributes shown. For example, while
one chart might be suitable for answering a specifc question (e.g.,
is there a correlation between two data attributes?), it might not be
appropriate for other task types (e.g., fnding a data point with the
lowest value). We borrow from Amar et al.’s task taxonomy [26]
to organize the visualizations’ capabilities and to analyze the goals
that they allow users to perform. Additionally, we briefy discuss
the approaches the ED apps took to visualize such information.
The remainder of this subsection discusses how this relationship
– between the type of visualization used in ED apps and the goals
each visualization is meant to support – aligns with or deviates
from guidelines provided in the infovis literature.
Determining Correlation: Among all the reviewed, 5 ED apps
enabled users to determine if a correlation exists between a set of
two or more data attributes (e.g., meal type and disordered behavior,
meals and emotions, etc.). For example, a user of Recovery Record
[18] with BN could evaluate the correlation between meals for
which they experienced an urge to binge and the type of meal they
consumed for a given week (See Figure 5-(a)). This is an important
observation, as they can pinpoint a relationship that may suggest
the cause of a trigger and use that knowledge to manage their
condition accordingly. Three apps displayed correlations with a
line chart, and two apps (Recovery Record [18] and Woebot [20])
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line chart in CBT Diary [7]
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Finding Clusters and Filtering: Some ED apps also use data
Finding Clusters and Filtering: Some ED apps also use data
visualizations to enable users to fnd clusters of groups with similar
visualizations to enable users to find clusters of groups with similar
data attributes and flter attributes of interest. For example, Realdata attributes and filter attributes of interest. For example, RealLifeChange [16] uses a scatterplot to visualize clusters of logged
LifeChange [16] uses a scatterplot to visualize clusters of logged
events and actions based on their severity of impact and feelings
events and actions based on their severity of impact and feelings
associated with it (See Figure 5-(b)). The ability to fnd a cluster
associated with it (See Figure 5-(b)). The ability to find a cluster
of events and actions associated with sadness may help discover
of events and actions associated with sadness may help discover
opportunities for helpful interventions or coping strategies to be
opportunities for helpful interventions or coping strategies to be
delivered to reduce the likelihood of purging. Additionally, Redelivered to reduce the likelihood of purging. Additionally, Recovery Record [18] displays clusters of similar meals with a bar
covery Record [18] displays clusters of similar meals with a bar
chart; for example, a user with AN could see how many of their
chart; for example, a user with AN could see how many of their
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Characterizing Distribution: Some apps, such as Recovery
Characterizing Distribution: Some apps, such as Recovery
Record [18] and Jourvie [14], allow users to see distributions of
Record [18] and Jourvie [14], allow users to see distributions of
collected data. Users can obtain information about such attributes
collected data. Users can obtain information about such attributes
at a high level, such as seeing what percentage of meals eaten
at a high level, such as seeing what percentage of meals eaten
were alone or what percentage of negative emotions they reported.
were alone or what percentage of negative emotions they reported.
However, apps should display this information carefully as it could
However, apps should display this information carefully as it could
be misappropriated; for example, showing a high percentage of
be misappropriated; for example, showing a high percentage of
binge eating episodes could potentially cause someone with BN to
binge eating episodes could potentially cause someone with BN to
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become distressed and fxate on their meal consumption, potentially
leading them to partake in negative behaviors such as purging
[106].
Bar charts and pie charts are the most accurate and time-saving
forms of visualization methods for this type of task. Contrastively,
scatterplots are a time-consuming form of visualization for representing distributions [98]. Spence and Lewandowsky found that
pie charts outperformed bar charts when participants were asked
to compare combinations of proportions [107]. However, the data
points in scatterplots can be encoded and positioned in a way that
allows for a range of values to become apparent, allowing distributions to be presented adequately [100]. If points overlap or other
visualization elements (e.g., labels) occlude the actual values, it becomes difcult to perceive points’ positions [83]. Although a few
apps employed the recommended visualizations, the considerations
from the literature could be more apparent in how the apps used
visualizations to characterize distributions of data attributes.
Determining Trends: Determining trends in the information
logged over time can help users gain awareness of their current
status and encourage positive behavior towards goals [60]. This
information is advantageous for EDs. As traditional ED therapy
requires patients to self-monitor ED symptoms [104], observing
trends of their symptoms, meals, and other attributes with visual
representations would help ED patients gain a clearer understanding of their eating problem and any progress they made [62].
Several of the apps reviewed use diferent visualization techniques to communicate trends to end-users. For example, while
CBT Diary [7] uses line charts to visualize the changes in the value
of each emotion logged over time (See Figure 5-(c)), Mindshift CBT
[15] uses bar charts to present a weekly trend of emotions and their
severity. Additionally, Jourvie [14] uses a pie chart to display ED
symptoms for a given time interval. Saraiya et al. found that using
trend lines help aggregates data, fnd anomalies, and explore patterns of data [99]. Additionally, users in Saket et al.’s study found
line charts useful for representing trends and that fnding trends
is more commonly associated with line charts compared to bar
charts [98]. Overall, the design decisions in the apps mostly align
with recommendations in the information visualization literature.
Viewing and Retrieving Aggregated Summary Data: A small
number of ED apps use data visualizations to enable users to compute an aggregated value from a set of data values. For example,
CBT Diary [7] generates a table for the self-reported emotion data,
allowing users to fnd the minimum, average, and maximum counts
of each emotion over time, which is useful for understanding behavior over time and identify progress [91]. Bar charts, pie charts,
and tables are equally efective in communicating aggregated value
to end-users [98]. However, Spence and Lewandowsky found that
bar charts and pie charts outperformed tables for aggregating two
groups of data and comparing it against each other [107]. CBT
Diary [7] did not consider this aspect in their design decision.
Additionally, many ED apps enabled users to retrieve a given attribute’s value, but they employed diferent visualization strategies.
For example, using the Rise Up + Recover [17] app, users can view
a detailed description of their daily logged meals. Similarly, users
can view a thought entry for a particular date and time using the
CBT Diary [7] app. This ability is useful not only for ED patients to
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get a detailed account of their condition, but for them to also share
with support networks (such as a clinician) to give them insight
into their behavior [115]. Both apps use tables for this purpose.
Some apps like Blue Buddy [5] or deVicer [8] use other techniques
such as bar charts and scatterplots to communicate individual data
points. Bar charts and tables are signifcantly more accurate and
faster than other charts for retrieving a value [98]. Alternatively, if
using a scatterplot, the individual points need to be encoded and
grouped in a way that allows users to explore the dataset and fnd
points of interest [100]. However, Mackinlay notes that a scatterplot is suitable when the retrieved data is a quantitative or ordinal
value [83]. Essentially, while many apps did use the recommended
visualizations for this type of data communication, the subtleties
of when some of them might be better suited than others were not
apparent in our review.
Finally, some apps use non-conventional visualizations to convey summary patterns in data. Woebot [20] shows emotions via
emojis, and 7 Cups [2] uses teacup icons to communicate progress
data in a tabular format. The more flled cups, the more goals a user
has achieved. These examples indicate the apps’ tendency to be
more artistic and creative with how data is communicated. Pousman et al., however, recommend using participatory design and
ethnographic research methods to design such visualizations. Having an understanding of a user’s goals and activities can result in
more relevant visualization techniques to support such needs [94].
Therefore, we conclude here that such artistic infovis techniques
adopted by Woebot [20] and 7 Cups [2] may only be useful for less
task-driven information [94].
To summarize, while many of the ED apps use various visualization techniques, the selection of a specifc technique rarely took
into account the efectiveness of that visualization technique for
communicating the given insight to end-users. A few apps did use
a well-suited visualization technique, such as CBT Diary’s [7] use
of line charts, to represent trends over time. In most cases, though,
the visualization technique was either non-optimal or potentially
contrary to the goal the visualization was meant to support.

6

DISCUSSION

Based on our review, in this section, we present several opportunities and guidelines for eating disorder apps to be better suited to
the needs of individuals with an eating disorder.

6.1

Opportunities to Improve Data Collection
in ED Apps

As mentioned earlier, personal data collected about various health
indicators is valuable in helping gain self-awareness and facilitate
self-management of one’s data [59, 79]. For the apps reviewed,
guided by this principle, we found that eating disorder data can be
incredibly detailed, and more than 60% of the apps required users
to log information daily. However, is this extent and type of data
collection likely to support improved outcomes in ED?
First, while the process of journaling is essential for tracking
progress, app users may face several challenges when recording
information. A survey conducted by Cordeiro et al. found that users
who journaled meal information multiple times a day described
the process as “too much efort,” “time-consuming,” or “tedious”
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[46]. A majority of the reviewed apps that collect data make users
type out this information. If users fnd this process difcult, they
may track in a way that diminishes their data accuracy. People
skip tracking when the data is complicated and becomes timeconsuming to log (such as meal information) [46, 60]. Missing an
entry reduces future results’ accuracy, which unmotivates users and
leads them to abandon journaling altogether [46, 60]. Besides this,
if users have limited choices for logging their data, they may fnd it
challenging to determine which option represents their experience,
which in turn leads to entering data that may not express their true
feelings [46]. Additionally noteworthy is that individuals with an
ED perceive stigma for engaging in treatment [30]. However, the
long commitment towards data collection in the reviewed apps may
result in this process not being discreet. Some individuals may feel
discouraged or embarrassed using these apps around others as it
highlights their disorder, resulting in them stopping tracking.
Moreover, recently, concerns have been raised about the implications of using self-tracking tools and their potential to trigger,
maintain, or exacerbate eating disorders [58]. These technologies
require close monitoring of caloric consumption or meals and quantify behaviors to assess health. However, in the case of ED patients,
scholars have noted that they can become a way to quantify selfworth (e.g., based on caloric intake or output [84]). Rigid and perfectionist thinking surrounding weight and corresponding numbers is
relatively common among individuals with ED [50, 73]. Like many
of the apps we reviewed in this paper, regular use of these tools that
emphasize documenting various numbers can potentially induce
infexible thinking regarding caloric intake, eating habits, or body
weight. Further, for individuals with perfectionist tendencies, deviation from allotted calories or physical activity goals might engender
feelings of anxiety and guilt; negative afect is a well-known predictor of ED pathology [109]. Summarily, the data collection strategies
employed in the ED apps we reviewed need to be revisited and
rethought for alternatives.
Design Guidelines: In addition to text boxes – a common feature
in the reviewed ED apps to log data, future iterations of these apps
can provide diferent modalities of collecting information, such
as voice inputs or taking photos of meals that do not emphasize
details of the food. However, depending on the user’s context (such
as being in public), journaling information with these modalities
may not be discreet. For meal information, tracking detailed data
that reminds users of their weight and shape may cause them to
become overwhelmed [87] or overly preoccupied with their eating
habits and lifestyle [57]. Therefore alternative methods that capture
relevant information passively or do not rely on users to input such
information may be more appropriate. These methods will have to
consider the user’s current health and clinical state so that apps
do not become a new means of inordinate interest in eating and
related phenomena or potentially delay seeking help. Most of the
reviewed apps allowed the recording of users’ own volition and
not in the context of treatment or recovery. Another opportunity
for design is to consider the user’s goals in a given time and alter
the type of information collected. For example, enhanced CBT for
ED therapy features four stages with diferent goals and outcomes,
with the frst stage focused on weekly weighing and regular eating
[91]. Apps can emphasize timely reminders to eat and aid users to
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log meals at regular intervals, which could be adjuvant to logging
and collecting meal data. In general, apps can consider a user’s
context and progress in treatment and collect information that
can be displayed in an ecologically sensitive way to aid in future
progress. Such an ecologically sensitive approach to data collection
may, in turn, facilitate self-monitoring as in CBT [91], and thereby
support improved health outcomes.

6.2

Opportunities to Improve Data Refection
in ED Apps

Self-refection has been recognized to help understand one’s health
concerns better and gain self-awareness. Broadly, the self-refective
process, often based on past behaviors and past data, can result in
behavioral change, improved problem solving, and personal and professional awareness as well as improved patient care [33, 64, 81, 85].
Consequently, supporting refection has been at the crux of the
personal informatics literature [48, 60, 82]. Facilitating refection
through an ED app may assist in the continuous process of recovery
and early relapse detection by monitoring ED behavior and a patient’s cognition [22]. Due to high relapse rates of AN and BED, ED
apps may be particularly useful in addressing this issue [22]. Additionally, by supporting self-refection, ED apps can mimic existing
CBT treatments; they can ensure that the app users have a greater
understanding of their eating behaviors, what infuences them,
and can even provide interventions that prevent relapse episodes
[62].
As we saw in our review, most ED apps tend to collect various
types of data from users to facilitate refection via understanding daily habitual patterns and fnding opportunities for change.
However, we also found that making sense of large amounts of
collected data and providing value for users – as is the goal of
the self-refection process – is a challenge for personal informatics apps, and ED apps are no exception. There is an overall lack
of customization available in the reviewed apps; only Recovery
Record [18] allowed users to set goals and receive reminders as well
as select coping strategies. The apps we reviewed obtain personal
ED data and translate them into information that seeks to aid in
refection in various ways. However, for EDs, refection without
proper context poses complex challenges [49, 108]. For example,
a person sufering from an ED may believe that since they feel
“fne,” they are healthy, even though their body weight could be
60% below the clinically healthy range and their eating habits may
be disordered [87, 102]. As a result, the individual may pursue returning to a low-weight state, often while denying the pathology
of their condition [117]. Furthermore, conscious attention to the
ED can exacerbate the condition [25]. For this reason, although
clinicians often weigh patients receiving treatment for ED, the patient’s weight is not revealed to them to prevent their fxation upon
it [87, 102]. Friends and family also play a crucial role in efective
treatment, although well-meaning members of a support network
can inadvertently trigger adverse efects simply by asking how
well a patient is eating [28, 86, 111]. Given these complexities, the
wide variety of tracking of diverse data in the reviewed ED apps
may, in fact, be clinically detrimental to a user from the perspective
of self-refection. Furthermore, users may not be keen to inspect
large amounts of data, as they may want to discover insights with
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minimal efort. Presenting summaries of data after long periods
of collection has previously led to users reminiscing about past
habits, but it did not necessarily help enable future directions for
change – a core purpose of refection [59]. Overall, the ED apps
we reviewed do not include appropriate methods and selecting the
right amount of collected data that make the data interpretable
yet allow for detailed exploration that would not hinder or worsen
clinical and functional outcomes.
Design Guidelines: As mentioned in prior work [31], refection
needs to enable internal examination and exploration of concerning
issues, triggered by an experience. For mental health conditions
like ED, it must create and clarify meaning of self and lead to
changed conceptual perspectives about one’s wellbeing [72]. Individuals should feel supported by self-refection that helps them challenge how they holistically think and feel about their illness [78],
a process referred to as transformative refection [31, 105]. While
the reviewed apps provided many diferent data types for users
to understand and refect on their ED, supporting these nuanced
higher-order meta-cognitive processes relating to the condition
needs incorporating alternative design elements. New approaches
grounded in user-centered design are necessary to ensure the apps
follow systematic guidance to determine the right kinds of information to show a particular user to aid with refection. Overall, we
found that the reviewed apps ofered some functionality to discover
insights, especially in fltering data and retrieving values. However,
apps can integrate more functionality to involve user feedback in
determining valuable cuts; users can indicate what cuts they fnd
helpful, and apps can generate similar subsets of data or even predict what may be valuable [59]. In the context of EDs, users could
potentially bookmark efective coping strategies or skills or save
specifc data cuts (e.g., seeing the correlation between meals consumed, meals eaten alone, and disordered behavior) that they fnd
the most insightful [74]. This design decision could reduce their
efort needed to interact with the app and get more personalized
insight. Importantly, ED treatment requires collaboration and a
shared value of treatment goals between a therapist and the patient
to be efective [91]. App users may fnd it hard to make sense of
their data by themselves and may beneft with clinician input. However, most apps we reviewed did not have features to share their
data with a trusted source. ED apps can include features that promote sharing to facilitate observational learning when integrated
with therapy, leading to more motivation towards treatment [45].
Finally, to aid in behavior change, apps can determine a user’s context and present recommendations at opportune moments. Epstein
et al. mention that providing real-time recommendations could be
inferred from previous days’ behavior [59], and only 1 app (deVicer [8]) demonstrated functionality to predict relapses based on
previously entered relapses. This may provide more targeted insights relevant to a user’s goals, but apps need to ensure that this
information is clinically valid and accurate to prevent misleading
information. Additionally, aggregating data to highlight deviating
behavior from their goals and steering users in complementary
directions is a more useful approach to aid with refection. In many
ways, the above suggestions consider how data collected by ED
apps can act as a refective practicum [101, 105], a scafold to help
support the refective process.
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6.3

Opportunities to Improve Communication
in ED Apps

By providing real-time self-monitoring of eating and associated
behaviors, apps are well suited to communicate personal information that can help users understand the progression and severity
of their ED [74]. Additionally, the persistent collection of data can
support behavior change [77]. However, for refection to occur,
this data needs to be communicated to users through meaningful
insights [32]. In personal informatics apps, visualizations are an
appropriate method for communicating information as they can
convey large quantities of information, help users spot patterns and
correlations, and allow for free exploration of data [48]. However,
concerning EDs, visualizations can pose several challenges, and our
review revealed in Section 5.3, many of the visualization choices
adopted by the apps deviated from recommended best practices
for succinct and clear communication to end-users. First, visualizations of frequently logged data are challenging to interpret and may
overwhelm users considering the amount of data collected [48] –
this was a persistent problem noted in our review of the ED apps.
Dynamic charts selected by the user can help users receive more targeted insights by aggregating the analytic activity and discovering
relevant relationships among triggers, emotional and behavioral responses, and coping strategies [48]. However, the reviewed apps did
not allow for such dynamic visualizations. Next, visualizations can
communicate specifc information about a dataset, such as numeric
counts and retrieving specifc values [26]. Our review showed that,
while many apps did adopt these strategies, conveying information
in this detailed manner may have the potential to overwhelm individuals with ED, who tend to have a preoccupation with thoughts
about food and eating [91], and are therefore encouraged not to
weigh themselves on a scale and misinterpret that reading [91]. As a
solution, albeit in a diferent context, Pousman et al. recognized the
challenges of traditional information visualization techniques from
the perspective of enabling end-users to derive analytic insights
into data [94]. Therefore they proposed expanding the defnition
of visualizations to include those that blur the boundaries between
infovis and other domains, including ubiquitous computing, design,
and art. Only two apps – Woebot [20] and 7 Cups [2] adopted such
aesthetic strategies to communicate numerical data.
Design Guidelines: Enhancing information communication’s overall usability is already recognized as an essential consideration when
developing best practices for mental health apps [39]. However,
beyond usability, as our review revealed, some ED apps can be
cluttered with data – thus overwhelming a user in their eforts to
discover insights. This is a noted critique of visualizations [100].
Understanding users’ information needs and how they derive meaningful insights through visualized data is critical in designing relevant and practical visualizations [26]. Therefore, app designers
should consider the prior knowledge users have about their ED, the
learning curve required to understand visualizations, and the time
and efort a user might need to place in understanding the visualized data. Cuttone et al. suggest providing a simple visualization
as the starting point and then allowing advanced users to increase
complexity and details dynamically [48]. Providing this dynamic
interaction may also prevent aggregated data from hiding important data or fostering misinterpretations in other contexts [106].
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Sarikaya and Gleicher similarly fnd that adding user interaction
elements to support showing less or more detail through zooming
in/out or abstracting the data can address a common critique of scatterplots being cluttered [100]. Design attributes such as color, size,
position, etc., can also enhance a visualization’s communication
ability.
Drawing on these works, we further suggest that app designers
employ visualizations that match the users’ information needs and
consider augmenting the visualization’s design elements to convey
information efectively. Standardized visualizations may have the
potential to become “confronting" given their use of metrics and
reminders about what, how much, and when one is eating. This may
even prompt dissonance, distress, or shame between the “lived" self
and the “computed" or “imagined" self [106]. Choe et al.’s study of
the data practices of quantifed selfers showed that visualizations
of personal data share similar informational goals as traditional
info vis (e.g., examining details, identifying trends, making comparisons) but that quantifed selfers engage in activities such as
self-refection that visual representations are often not designed to
support directly [44]. Therefore, for understanding users’ concerns
and internal conceptions of eating behavior, choosing to employ
nontraditional visualizations, as observed in Woebot [20] and 7
Cups of Tea [2], may be better suited, as they can communicate
insights and support refection to end-users in more creative and relevant ways. Nontraditional info vis may also provide opportunities
to work around the limitations of standard info vis while engaging
users with ED who may not be experts in reading visualizations.
Further on the edge of traditional visualization systems, ED app design can draw from conceptualizations of persuasive visualizations
that focus on changing peoples’ attitudes [116]. Such alternative
design strategies can help users reach personal goals and improve
their quality of life. In particular, captology, the study of computers as persuasive technologies [65], explores visualizations as a
means to persuade [94]. This approach may be useful, especially
when integrated into a positive reinforcement framework, as users,
when faced with urges for disordered eating behavior, can receive
targeted recommendations on how to utilize coping strategies in
moments of distress [74].

6.4

Limitations and Future Research Directions

We note some limitations in this work, which constitute promising directions for future research. First, during the review process,
we identifed and categorized several apps using a theory-driven
approach. While the apps were used exhaustively to collect large
amounts of personal data, the judgment of the type of information
collected and how these apps support refection and communication on data was based on the coders’ perspective reviewing the
apps. Second, the number of reviewed apps (34) may seem low at
frst; however, we note that this was the fnal set following the
elimination of non-functional or inactive apps from a set of 55.
While many smartphone apps address mental illnesses such as depression and anxiety, a smaller subset focuses on EDs in particular
and such apps can be split based on the type of ED they target [74].
Moreover, our fnal count is comparable to other review studies
in ED, e.g., Fairburn and Rothwell, who reviewed 39 ED apps [62].
Finally, we note that this study did not solicit directed feedback
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from the users of these apps or ED patients, regarding their own
perceptions of data collection, refection, and communication. As
we advance, our fndings can be complemented by investigations
involving clinicians and patients to address several fundamental
questions, including what the best practices to communicate data
to mental health patients and clinicians are, as well as how can we
design app interfaces that increase users’ trust in the treatment
process and the therapeutic relationship. Future work can investigate, using user-centered design principles, as proposed by Graham
et al. [66], the extent to which our recommended design guidelines
meet the design needs of the end-users of these apps. The thorough
investigation and organization of the design space presented in
this paper overall provide a necessary scafold for future empirical
analysis, e.g., interview data or public community postings.

7

CONCLUSION

Through a three-prong review, this paper contributes an analysis
of the current ED app design space: how commercial app developers approach that domain, what they tend to emphasize, and
what regions are underexplored. Due to the spectrum of monitored
attributes in traditional ED therapy and in ED apps, we approach
this from an info vis lens to uncover how user-inputted data is
aggregated and presented back to users in commercial ED apps,
and whether and how they facilitate refection around ED. We fnd
that current ED apps collect a variety of data types related to a
user’s condition, and these apps vary tremendously in terms of
their visualization techniques. However, the design of those visualizations rarely adheres to the best practices and guidelines put
forth by prior literature in visualization and personal informatics
[26, 59, 60, 80, 98, 100, 107]. Consequently, it remains unclear if the
apps are adequately able to empower end-users to self-refect on
their behaviors, a process key to managing ED. By following best
practices in information visualization and personal health informatics, and forming an understanding of ED treatment approaches, we
discuss how designers can improve the functioning and efcacy of
ED apps to ensure they are useful, provide actionable information
in a timely and meaningful manner, and yield positive supports to
the user in their ED journey.
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Collection Only (4)
Kick the eating disorder out
12 Steps Overeaters Anonymous
Gratitude Journal (Happiness Journal)
Booster Buddy
Refection Only (13)
Recovery Record Clinician
GG Body Image
Anorexia Help Calendar
Food Addiction Calendar
Eating Disorder Guide
Anorexia Nervosa Abnormal ED
Anorexia
Anorexia Recovery Guide
How To Stop Binge Eating
Stop Binge Eating With Hypnosis
How to Stop Binge Eating - Complete Guide
Overeaters Anonymous Speaker Tapes
Eating Disorders - Compulsive Overeating
Both Collection and Refection (17)
Recovery Record
Rise Up + Recover
CBT Diary
Jourvie
deVicer
What’s Up?
Mindshift CBT
Nourishly
Woebot
7 Cups of Tea
Eating Disorder Test
Blue Buddy
RealifeChange
Eating Time - meal reminder
New Gratitude Journal
Anorexia and Bulimia therapy - ED Help
DBT Diary Card and Skills Coach

Apps

4
4.7
4.9
4.6
4.9
4.6
1
2
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
4.8
n/a
4.9
4.7
n/a
3
n/a
4.6
4.2
4.9
4.7
3.7
4.6
5
4.1
4.5
4.4
n/a
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iOS, Android
iOS, Android
iOS, Android
iOS, Android
Android
Android
Android
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Android
Android
Android
iOS
Android
iOS, Android
iOS, Android
Android
iOS, Android
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iOS, Android
iOS, Android
iOS, Android
iOS, Android
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iOS, Android
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iOS
iOS
Android
iOS

3900
177
n/a
1
n/a
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60
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1900
1100
10
1
32
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284
n/a
85

330
41
5
4
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n/a
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1
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3600
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n/a
2.1
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4.1
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1

n/a
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Ratings
iOS Rating #iOS User Android
Ratings
Rating

iOS
iOS, Android
iOS, Android
iOS, Android

Platform

6155
460
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49
3096
1073
67
5523
16375
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56
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9
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6
10
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9187
1,431

#Android
User Ratings

ED Recovery Management
ED Recovery Management
Mental Wellness Management
ED Recovery Management
ED Recovery Management
Mental Wellness Management
Mental Wellness Management
ED Recovery Management
Mental Wellness Management
Mental Wellness Management
ED Assessment Tool
ED Recovery Management
Mental Wellness Management
Food Journaling
Mental Wellness Management
Eating Disorder Counseling
Mental Wellness Management

Eating Disorder Treatment (for Clincians)
Practicing Body Image Positivity
ED Recovery Guide
Food Addiction Recovery Guide
ED Recovery Guide
ED Recovery Guide
ED Recovery Guide
ED Recovery Guide
ED Recovery Guide
ED Recovery Guide
ED Recovery Guide
ED Recovery Guide
ED Recovery Guide

ED Recovery Guide
Food Journaling
Mental Wellness Management
Mental Wellness Management

Purpose
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ED
Mental Health
ED
BED
Mental Health
Mental Health
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Mental Health
Mental Health
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Mental Health
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Mental Health
ED
Mental Health

ED
BI
AN
ED
ED
AN
AN
AN
BED
BED
BED
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ED
Mental Health
Mental Health

Target User Group

Table A1: List of Reviewed Apps for Eating Disorder Recovery and Mental Wellness Management (as of 30 March, 2020)
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